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The Nats then changed their political rhetoric . They abandoned
their reliance on "swart gevaar" and spoke instead of "defending"
the free enterprise system against communism .
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Despite these reforms political control remained in white hands .
The 'reforms' were no more than an attempt to draw the Coloured
and Indian communities into the defence of apartheid, and win
allies in the African areas through BLA .

The UDF not only exposed the hollowness of the Nats reforms, but
engaged' them, always and everywhere, in militant mass action"
Mass action became the central and indispensable tool of the UDF
and its affiliates in smashing puppet institutions . This placed
the UDF at the center stage of South African politics . When
Cosatu was formed in 1985, the capacity of our people to demand
and fight for their rights was in~reased a hundredfold .

Instead of the regime winning over some of the oppressed people,
we saw many cracks and shifts taking place within the ruling
bloc . Apartheid junior partners began to desert the sinking ship
in the mid-eighties . Even apartheid architects and supporters
occasionally voiced their doubts about the ability of the Nats to
lead the country . A moral, political and economic crisis had set

Indeed the confession of Deputy Foreign Minister Wessels,
though welcomed, would have had a different impact and meaning
during that time .

The regime's desperate attempt to dislodge the democratic move-
ment through successive state of emergencies failed dismally .
Today the whole apartheid system is on the verge of collapse .
This is not because of the will of Mr de Klerk . On the contrary,
it is the heroic struggles of our people within the UDF, Cosatu,
the underground structures of the ANC and cadres of MK that left
the regime with no other option but to bring about these changes .

The resilience of our people and organisations, during some of
the darkest periods of our time, has borne positive results in
the form of the prevailing atmosphere of negotiation .

The coming NGC should be viewed as a celebration of some of our
victories . We go into this crucial N8C with the knowledge that
when the UDF came into being in 1983, it took the message of hope
and freedom to every corner of our country, to remote and isolat-
ed villages, and through door to door work, to every house in our
townships . When we come out of the conference we should be able
to say in clear and precise terms, how w ~ are going to use the
organisa€ionaI experience accumulated over fte years to the best
°of the democratic movement and our country

After the weekend conference, the UDF as we know it may be no
more . The question whether the UDF continues or not will, be
decided by conference . We are however, confident that the de-
bates and discussions on the future of the UDF will be informed
and inspired by concrete conditions in all our localities and the
needs of the National Democratic struggle .
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